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First Page

Are your name, title, and affiliation provided at the top of the first page?
Are the name, title, and affiliation provided for your co-author, if any?
Does your affiliation reflect the institution/s where the work was completed?

Format

Is the manuscript consistent with the content and format requirements described in the Organization of Test Reviews* document and the Reviewers Guide for the MMY Series*?
Does the entire manuscript represent original work (i.e., not previously published, and not under concurrent consideration elsewhere)?
Is the manuscript between 1,000 and 1,600 words (excluding references)?
Is the entire manuscript (including references) double-spaced?
Is the manuscript free of boldfacing?

Crediting Sources

Are all quotations (including those from the test manual or materials) enclosed within quotation marks?
Are page numbers and reference citations provided for all quotations, including those taken from the test manual or other test materials?
Are ideas from other authors properly credited to them?
Have you cited primary sources and avoided citing secondary sources?
Are quotations used sparingly (i.e., manuscript contains fewer than 100 words in total drawn from the work of others)?
Have you avoided disclosing actual test items?

Paragraphs and Sections

Are all five review sections (Description, Development, Technical, Commentary, Summary) present and ordered correctly?
If an earlier version of the test was reviewed in a previous yearbook, have you consulted the review(s) and noted which of the reviewers’ concerns (a) have been addressed in the current version, and (b) persist in the current version?
Does each paragraph comprise more than a single sentence?
Is each paragraph less than one manuscript page?

Have you avoided using bulleted lists, tables, figures, notes, and footnotes?

If subheadings are used, are they used appropriately to separate content coverage as suggested in our reviewer guidelines?

Is the Technical section sufficiently detailed? (Refer to the Organization of Test Reviews* document for additional guidance.)

Have you addressed test score validity by describing sources of evidence (i.e., per a unitary view of validity, as in “content evidence of validity”)?

Are comments presented primarily in the Commentary section?

**Acronyms, Abbreviations, Statistical Symbols**

Are all test-related acronyms used consistent with those used by the test publisher?

Have you avoided creating acronyms or abbreviations?

Are all Latin abbreviations (such as i.e., e.g., etc.) used within parentheses only, per APA style?

Do all non-Greek letters used as statistical symbols appear in italic font (e.g., n, r, p), per APA style?

Are Greek letters spelled out (to accommodate format specifications of our database exports)?

Have you avoided using subscripts and superscripts (to accommodate format specifications of our database exports)?

**References** (see attached examples of proper format)

Are all references cited in both the text and reference list?

Do the names and dates presented in the text agree with those contained in the reference list?

Do in-text citations of works by more than two authors use “et al.” throughout?

Are the titles of journals spelled out?

Are the volume, issue, and page numbers provided for journal articles?

Are page numbers provided for chapters in edited books?

Are references ordered alphabetically by authors’ surnames in the reference list?

Are references ordered alphabetically by authors’ surnames in the narrative where multiple references are cited within parentheses?
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Reference Examples

Note. Our format closely models that of APA. We use paragraph (rather than hanging) indentation to facilitate print production of yearbooks and database exportation.

❖ Book


❖ Edited book (in its entirety)


❖ Chapter in an edited book


❖ Test review retrieved from a print volume

Test review retrieved from an aggregator (EBSCO or Ovid)


Test review retrieved from Test Reviews Online


Published test


Journal article (up to 20 authors; for articles with more than 20 authors, consult the APA Publication Manual)


Paper/poster presentation

Geisinger, K. F. (2017, April). Fairness of non-cognitive measures depends upon their uses. In M. E. Oliveri (Chair), Innovative approaches to fairly designing and developing non-cognitive
measures for diverse populations. Symposium conducted at the annual meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education, San Antonio, TX.
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- **Manuscript submitted for publication consideration**


First published in 1938, *The Mental Measurements Yearbook* is recognized worldwide as the standard reference for information and reviews of commercial tests, serving as an essential resource for those involved in the evaluation, selection, and use of published instruments.

Thank you for contributing to *The Mental Measurements Yearbook.*
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